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If you combined Gram Parsons' soul, Keith Richards' spirit, Ryan Adams' growl and Paul Westerberg's

heart, you'd probably wind up with someone like singer-songwriter BRANDON JOHNSON. 9 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Americana, COUNTRY: Country Rock Details: Brandon Johnson was born November 28, 1980 in

the east Texas cotton town of Greenville. He began playing seriously with his Back Porch Band while

studying International Business and Marketing during his tenure at Baylor University in Waco, TX.

Brandon soon found a comfortable home in the Alternative-Country/Roots-Rock genre, and is described

by Texas Music Theater Radio personality Gary Barton as having "a soulful voice," and as a "terrific

songwriter!" After two smaller B-level releases (Self titled-2001 and A Long Time Coming-2003), Brandon

recruited industry renowned producers Steven Collins (Deadman) and Pete Coatney (Jack Ingram's Beat

Up Ford Band) in 2004 and began recording his first A-level major project. Brandon Johnson's SCREAM

was released January 14, 2005 as an attempt to explore new sonic boundaries while still showcasing the

intense imagery and powerful depictions found in his writing. An all-original composition, SCREAM

features songs that are as colorful as its name. Everyone can find a piece of himself or herself on

SCREAM. And ranging from mood-treated ballads like Rebound and October Prayer to powerful,

stadium-filled anthems like Breakdown and Little Sister , Brandon has not only captured sincere emotion,

but has also succeeded in demonstrating his versatility in composition and arrangement. In 2003 Brandon

found himself on the Texas Music Tour (TMT) with a long and distinguished list of Lone Star artists. And

in the summer of 2004 the first ever Barefoot and Unplugged tour was launched. An enormous success,

the Barefoot and Unplugged tour featured Brandon along with two selected guests in a raw

"stripped-down" setting at numerous acclaimed venues across Texas. However, even with constant

playing and two major tours under his belt, Brandon was looking for another project to begin. Shortly after
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the U.S. release of SCREAM in January 2005, Brandon embarked on a 30-day national tour spanning

some eighteen states. The All-American University Tour (AAUT) concentrated on appearing and

showcasing at major university towns across the United States. Critically acclaimed, AAUT was a huge hit

at college towns, and bolstered the new record to one of the hottest new independent releases in the U.S.

and Europe. When he is not headlining and promoting his own events, Brandon showcases with regional

and national acts. Having shared the stage with countless alt-country regional artists such as Jack

Ingram, Pat Green, Jerry Jeff Walker, Charlie Robison, Roger Creager, and Robert Earl Keen, Brandon

has also shared the neon light with national rock and country artists such as Fuel, Collin Raye, The

Nixons, Deadman, and Montgomery Gentry. Brandon has also been recognized by numerous regional

and national organizations for his work both on and off stage. In 2001 Brandon Johnson and his Back

Porch Band were awarded "Best Collegiate Band" by the National Panhellenic council member Kappa

Delta. In 2002 he swept the TruValue National Country Music Showcase at the regional level in both the

songwriting and performance categories. And in 2004 Brandon was announced a regional participant and

guest in the Shinerbock Rising Star series, where he was recognized for his creative songwriting and

composition. Look and listen for Brandon to be "SCREAMing" in your town soon!
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